CONSIDERING A CAREER IN THE INVESTMENT INDUSTRY?
Thanks to the CFA Institute University Recognition Program your job in Finance is even more real!

UNIVERSITY RECOGNITION PROGRAM
CFA PROGRAM

The official announcement of the participation of VŠE’s Faculty of Finance and Accounting Master’s programs in the CFA Institute University Recognition Program.

Entry into the Program signals to potential employers and the marketplace that curriculum of the VŠE’s Faculty of Finance and Accounting Master’s programs is closely tied to professional practice and is well-suited to prepare students to sit for the CFA examinations.

Thursday, 26 March 2015, 18:00–19:30, VŠE, Rajská budova: RB 211

Why come to the event?
• Find out more about the CFA Institute, CFA Program and how to earn the CFA Charter.
• How the CFA Program and obtaining the CFA designation can benefit your employment prospects and your career.
• Who are the main employers seeking CFA candidates studying the CFA Program in the Czech Republic and globally.
• What are the possibilities of volunteering at the CFA Society Czech Republic.

Event Schedule
18:00 Welcome Remarks & Official Announcement: the Faculty of Finance and Accounting of the Economics University, Prague enrolled in the University Recognition Program of CFA Institute
doc. Ing. Ladislav Mejzlík, Ph.D., Dean of Faculty of Finance and Accounting
18:10 A Better Employability of University Graduates
doc. Ing. Marcela Žárová, CSc., Vice-dean for Foreign Relations, Faculty of Finance and Accounting
18:15 Benefits of the University Recognition Program for students and introduction of the CFA Charter Rainer Pratl, CFA, Head of Society Relations, CFA Institute, London Office
18:40 CFA Program in the Czech Republic and what are the job and volunteering possibilities for students Matěj Turek, CFA, the University Outreach Chair of the CFA Society Czech Republic
19:10 Investment Research Challenge - Globally recognized students’ competition Matěj Turek, CFA, the University Outreach Chair of the CFA Society Czech Republic
19:20 Q&A Session & Refreshments

To get more information about the event and registration please visit http://ffu.vse.cz/cfa.
To find out more about the CFA charter and CFA Program visit www.cfainstitute.org.

Society Sponsors

www.czechcfa.cz